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ABSTRACT 

A COMPARISON OF REMOTE SENSING CHANGE DETECTION TECHNIQUES IN 

EAST AFRICAN MONTANE FORESTS 

Chelsea Cook, M.S. 

George Mason University, 2015 

Thesis Director: Dr. Barry Haack 

 

Deforestation is a major concern for many countries throughout the world, 

including those in East Africa. It is essential to accurately keep track of changes in forests 

over time both for historical reference, as well as for government decision-making 

purposes. A large variety of change detection algorithms have been developed for remote 

sensing to detect fluctuations in forests. Yet, it is hard to determine which one of the 

multitude of techniques available is the best method for a particular study. Therefore, this 

study focused on using remote sensing to determine which one method out of the five 

different change detection techniques chosen to perform this project provides the best 

results for detecting conversions in East African forests.  

The five change detection techniques compared: 1) image differencing (ID), 2) 

post-classification comparison (PCC), 3) normalized difference vegetation index 

differencing (NDVID), 4) principal component analysis (PCA) and 5) visual 
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interpretation (VI). These five methods are compared with the use of two Landsat 

Thematic Mapper (TM) Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record (CDR) images of 

subset areas at three separate sites. The sites are Mount Kenya and the Mau Forest 

Complex in Kenya and Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania. These sites were selected due to 

the large amount of recent deforestation. The results for all five of the change detection 

methods were compared for each of the three sites and found that the PCC technique 

yielded the highest overall accuracy at 90%, followed closely by PCA at 89%. The VI 

technique came in third at 88%, with ID and NDVID having the lowest accuracies at 87% 

and 83% respectively. 

The forest loss (FL) user’s and producer’s accuracies were also compared with 

PCC, PCA and VI receiving the highest accuracies at Mount Kenya. PCA had the highest 

user’s accuracy of 81.1% and PCC had the highest producer’s accuracy of 98.5%.VI 

ranked second for both user’s (56.6%) and producer’s (77.4%) accuracies. At the Mau 

Forest Complex, PCC had the highest user’s accuracy of 96.0% followed by NDVID at 

94.7%. ID was the third highest at 92.4%. PCA received the best producer’s accuracy at 

99.1%, with PCC in second at 97.8% and VI in third at 90.6%. Finally, at Mount 

Kilimanjaro, both ID and VI had the same highest user’s accuracies of 85.6%, followed 

by PCA at 82.1%. However, both ID and VI received low producer’s accuracies of 46.8% 

and 42.8% respectively. Both PCC and PCA did the best overall with user’s accuracies of 

80.1% (PCC) and 82.1% (PCA) and producer’s accuracies of 77.6% (PCC) and 76.0% 

(PCA). When all three sites were averaged, PCC had the highest overall average for FL 

accuracy at 83.9%, followed by PCA at 81.4%, then VI at 76.2%, next ID at 68.9% and then 
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finally NDVID at 55.0%. The findings from averaging the FL accuracies support the results 

of the overall accuracies, which conclude that the most beneficial techniques from this study 

are as follows: 1) PCC, 2) PCA, 3) VI, 4) ID and 5) NDVID. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tropical forests are extremely important to the global environment, but also to the 

individual countries that contain them. These areas provide habitats for endangered plants 

and animals as well as provide water and supplies for food, building materials and 

energy, which can help citizens of the country to survive as well as to thrive 

economically. However, if tropical forests as a resource are not cared for there can be 

drastic consequences, such as changes in the hydrological cycle, which affects lakes, 

rivers and even decreases rainfall (Boahene, 1998).  

In East Africa, deforestation on Mount Kenya, Mount Kilimanjaro and in other 

parts of the region has been occurring due to increases in population, agriculture and the 

use of trees for firewood (Pepin et al., 2010). In Kenya, the population grew from 

approximately 5.4 million in 1948 to around 41 million in 2012 and is expected to 

continue (“Population,” 2012). Ongoing concerns over unpredictable weather, flooding 

and population displacement, droughts, drying of rivers and lakes, desertification of arid 

and sub-arid regions, water scarcity, bush fires, unstable hydro-electricity production and 

declining flora and fauna are all expected to continue as well and are due in large part to 

the destruction of the region’s forests (“Population,” 2012).   

Deforestation is a vital issue in East Africa. According to the World Bank, in 

2011 Kenya only had 6% of forest cover remaining, with deforestation continuing to 
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decrease that amount mainly in the country’s “Water Towers,” Kenya’s main montane 

forests (Crafford et al., 2012). These areas are water catchments, which fuel rivers and 

lakes that supply Kenya, and its surrounding countries (Akotsi and Gachanja, 2004).  The 

Water Towers, as shown in Figure 1, include the forests of the Mau Complex, the  

 

 

Figure 1. The locations of the five “Water Towers” in Kenya and the elevation of the country. 

Two of the Water Towers (number 3 Mau Complex and number 5 Mt Kenya) are being utilized 

as study sites for this project. Source: Africa without Ice and Snow (2012). 
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Aberdares Range, Mount Kenya, Mount Elgon and the Cherangani Hills (Akotsi and 

Gachanja, 2004). The forests provide a source of water for hydroelectric generation, 

industrial processes, agriculture and irrigation, as well as protecting the soil and water on 

which both agriculture and wildlife depend (Akotsi and Gachanja, 2004). Between 2000 

and 2010, 50,000 hectares (ha) of forest were cleared in the Water Towers alone, due to 

activities such as increased farming and charcoal burning (Crafford et al., 2012). The loss 

of these tropical forests means not only a loss in biodiversity and a balanced ecosystem, 

but also a major loss in the economy to industries such as tourism and agriculture.  

 In Tanzania, the population has increased from 10 million in 1960 to nearly 48 

million in 2012, and is still rising (“Data,” 2014). This has greatly affected the country’s 

forests. Tanzania lost a total of 34 million ha of forest by 2001 (Newmark, 2002). Since 

then, the percentage of forest cover declines yearly within the country (Forest Area 

2014). In 2009, Tanzania had 38.2% of its land covered by forest, declining to 37.7% in 

2010 and then to 37.3% in 2011 (“Forest Area,” 2014).  

There are also other major concerns over the impacts of deforestation. While there 

is still much debate, evidence suggests that the depletion of forests is negatively affecting 

glaciers on mountains within East Africa, such as Mount Kilimanjaro in northern 

Tanzania (Pepin et al., 2010). Numerous studies conducted on this 5,895 meter (m) high 

mountain demonstrated how increased drying of the summit climate caused the 

disappearance of the glaciers (Pepin et al. 2010, Hastenrath 1984, Thompson et al. 2002, 

Mölg and Hardy 2004, Cullen et al. 2006). This glacial retreat is evident in Figure 2. It is 
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suggested that this drying has been caused, at least in part, by the destruction of forests on 

the slopes over 40 years (Pepin et al., 2010).  

 

 

 

While deforestation is continuing steadily in both Kenya and Tanzania, there is hope that 

the countries will eventually be able to slow and hopefully end this destruction of 

essential resources. The governments of both countries, along with other organizations 

such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), continue to conduct 

research, publish findings and suggest policies that will help to move each country down 

the road of recovery.  

Remote sensing is a very vital resource for these countries. The ability to utilize 

an overhead perspective to study the earth allows the analyst to gain insights that 

Figure 2. These images demonstrate the retreat of glaciers on Mount Kilimanjaro from 1976 to 2006. 

Data from UNEP (2012).   

http://www.unep.org/
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otherwise would not be available. The use of satellite imagery, in particular, gives the 

analyst the unique ability to see the landscape in radiation wavelengths not otherwise 

visible to the human eye. With the advance in technology, humans can apply different 

wavelengths from these images to see different aspects of the landscape, such as 

vegetation health, water turbidity and determine the spread of forest fires.  

The utilization of multiple remote sensing images allows for long-term 

monitoring of environments to detect change in surface features over time. Images 

collected at the same position on earth at two different points of time is known as 

bitemporal change detection and is the main focus of this study. Bitemporal change 

detection is extremely beneficial for monitoring an environment for a variety of changes 

such as deforestation, glacial retreat, land use/land cover (LULC) mapping and volcanic 

activity.    

Long-term monitoring and the use of change detection have become invaluable to 

governments, agencies and organizations that seek to educate and sway the opinions of 

policy makers and citizens. It is therefore highly important that the most accurate remote 

sensing change detection technique for highlighting forest change within these 

endangered forests is identified. This study will attempt to detect that technique through 

the comparison of five different change detection methods on three different sites in East 

Africa to ensure that forests can be monitored more accurately for change and so 

countries may move towards the eradication of deforestation. 
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1   Study Sites 

This study examined deforestation at three locations within East Africa. The first 

two sites, Mount Kenya and the Mau Forest Complex are located within Kenya, while the 

third site, Mount Kilimanjaro, resides in Tanzania. Mount Kenya, located in Central 

Kenya, as well as the Mau Complex, located west of the Rift Valley, are two critical 

water catchments and part of the “Water Towers” of Kenya. These Water Towers are the 

primary catchment areas stemming from five indigenous montane forests: the Aberdares, 

Mau Complex, Mount Kenya, Mount Elgon and the Cherangani Hills (Akotsi and 

Gachanja, 2004).  

 These three sites, displayed in Figure 3, were chosen based not only on their 

crucially important role in providing and maintaining water levels within East Africa, but 

also because of the obvious deforestation that has impacted these areas. While 

deforestation has affected numerous forests throughout East Africa, the forest loss at 

these sites can be easily seen on Landsat imagery for all three of these sites. It was 

important for this study to select locations where deforestation was visually obvious to 

ensure that all of the methods would adequately detect forest change. 

To decrease pre-processing and data processing times, a single subset of these 

sites was chosen to perform the five change detection techniques. Imagery for these sites 
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was selected during 

the dry season to 

increase the 

distinction between 

the forested and the 

non-forested areas. 

Each site had a 

different average 

monthly rainfall 

pattern, as 

demonstrated in 

Figure 4, which 

influenced the 

selection of dry season dates.  

 

  

Figure 3. The three study sites in East Africa chosen for this project. 

Source: created in ArcMap with the use of the National Geographic base 

map. 

Figure 4. The average monthly rainfall in millimeters for each of the three study sites from the year 

1900 to 2009. (a) Located at the Mount Kenya site. (b) Located at the Mau Complex site. (c) Located at 

the Mount Kilimanjaro site. Source: Climate Change Portal (2014).   
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Imagery dates were chosen based on both availability and rainfall patterns to limit 

the amount of healthy non-forest vegetation. So while some months had lower overall 

rainfall than the months chosen for this study, the study was limited to the best cloud-free 

available image within an ideal month. 

2.2   Vegetation Types 

Due to the nature of this study, it was important to have an understanding of the 

diversity of vegetation that were to be analyzed. The flora and fauna at all three sites are 

varied due to the mountainous terrain at each location. Changes in elevation, temperature, 

rainfall and aspect all affect the types of vegetation present in a given area. All of the 

study sites are montane forests, which receive more rainfall than other areas.  

On Mount Kenya, the area of focus was on the lower southeastern slope of the 

mountain, just above agricultural fields and directly below the tracts of bamboo (Allan, 

1991). This area was within the montane forest and resides between 2,000 and 2,500 m 

(Allan, 1991). Figure 5 demonstrates the various vegetation zones on the mountain, as 

well as shows how the area of interest for the site was located in the lowland montane 

forest zone. On the southeast slope, where the study is located, the dominant species is 

the evergreen tree Ocotea usambarensis, which can grow up to 45 m in height and 

develops in elevations between 1,600 and 2,600 m (EWP, 2007). Other species located in 

this southeast montane forest zone are wild olive (Olea capensis), East African cedar 

(Juniperus procera), coniferous trees called Podo (Podocarpus falcatus), ferns, mosses 

and lichens (Niemelä and Pellikka, 2004). 

Figure 3. This image map shows the various vegetation zones on 

Mount Kenya, expressing the variability with elevation. The red box 

is the study area (montane forest). Source: Karatay and Sémhur 

(2009), adapted from Niemela and Pellikka (2004). 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocotea_usambarensis
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In the Mau Forest Complex, the study was conducted on an area in the Eastern 

Mau as shown in Figure 6. This area is also montane forest, consisting in large part of the 

same species on Mount Kenya, as well as some areas mixed with bamboo (Baldyga et al., 

2008). This area suffers heavily from droughts and civil conflicts due to the reductions in 

forest. Increases of deforestation in this area led to the forced evictions of farmers from 

their land since 2004, forcing thousands of families to become squatters in the area (BBC, 

2009).  

Figure 5. The various vegetation zones on Mount Kenya, expressing the variability with elevation. 

The red box is the study area (montane forest). Source: Karatay and Sémhur (2009), adapted 

from Niemela and Pellikka (2004). 
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Finally, the study 

site on Mount Kilimanjaro 

was located on the lower 

northwestern slopes. This 

lower region of montane 

forest was between 2,000 

and 2,700 m in elevation 

(Hemp, 2006). The most 

common forests in this 

region are the lower 

Cassipourea zones as well 

as the Juniperus zones at a 

slightly higher elevation  

(Hemp, 2006). Figure 7 

identifies the area of interest 

for this study as well as the vegetation zones for the mountain (Hemp, 2006). This area 

was mostly covered by the Cassipourea zone in the earlier imagery before this map was 

created, while the later date image indicates a variety of changes from forest plantations. 

However, another common tree that may be detected is a soft wood, which is closely 

related to pine trees, called Podocarpus milanjianus (Hemp, 2006). However, this species 

is more common on the southern slopes. Compared to the other two sites, Mount 

Kilimanjaro is unique in that it lacks a bamboo forest zone (Hemp, 2006). As the other 

Figure 6.  Map of the Mau Forest Complex. The study focused on 

the Masaai Mau to the south. Source: BBC News (2009). 
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two study sites are located very close or even within these bamboo areas, these plant 

communities may have impacted the techniques at these sites. 
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 Figure 7. Map of the different vegetation zone on Mount Kilimanjaro. The red square 

indicates the main area of interest for this site during the project. Source: Hemp (2006). 
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2.3   Data Description 

2.3.1   Imagery  
The Landsat TM imagery were chosen over the Landsat ETM+ imagery for this 

study due to the thirty year coverage and because of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) issue, 

which affected all of the ETM+ imagery from May 31, 2003 onward (“SLC-off Products: 

Background,” 2014). During this timeframe, the SLC, which was created to compensate 

for the forward motion of Landsat 7, malfunctioned (“SLC-off Products: Background,” 

2014). This forced the sensor’s line of sight to trace a zig-zag pattern when gathering 

imagery, creating data gaps and losing approximately 22% of any given scene (“SLC-off 

Products: Background,” 2014). The only site that was unaffected by this issue was the 

Mau Forest Complex. However, Landsat TM imagery was chosen for all sites to keep the 

study as comparable as possible.  

Landsat TM is a sensor that was available on both the Landsat 4 and 5 satellites 

from July 1982 to May 2012 (“Landsat TM,” 2012). The TM sensor possessed a 16-day 

repeat cycle and gathered imagery consisting of seven spectral bands, with all bands but 

thermal band 6 collected at 30 m resolution (“Landsat TM,” 2012). The thermal band, 

which was not utilized in this study, was collected at 120 m resolution. The other six 

spectral bands on the Landsat 4 and 5 TM systems were the visible blue, green and red 

bands 1 – 3, the near infrared (NIR) band 4 and the short-wave infrared bands 5 and 7 

(USGS EROS, 2012). Each of the bands and their corresponding wavelengths can be 

found in Table 1 along with their usefulness in mapping. All TM bands, except the 

thermal band 6, have been employed in some capacity in this study.  
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The Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record (CDR) imagery was employed in 

this study and obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey’s Earth Explorer website. The 

Surface Reflectance CDR is a higher level Landsat data product which aids research in 

land surface change (Landsat Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record 2014). These 

data were created through a software program called the Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance 

Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS), which applies Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) atmospheric correction methods to Level-1 Landsat 

Thematic Mapper (TM) and Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) imagery 

(Landsat Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record 2014). The software corrects archived 

TM imagery from August 1982 until May 2012 as well as ETM+ imagery from 1999 to 

within one week of the present acquisitions (“Landsat Surface Reflectance Climate Data 

Record,” 2014).  

The imagery acquired for this project cover different Landsat path/rows. All study 

areas reside close to one another, but are located in different image scenes and at various 

dates. Since the focus of the study is on testing the overall accuracy of the change 

Table 1: Landsat TM and ETM+ band designations. Source: USGS EROS, 2012 
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detection methods at three different scenes, it is beneficial that the three sites should 

come from three different images. A small subset for each study site was selected on each 

date. Table 2 contains the date, image number and location of the two images chosen for 

each site. All images were collected with the Landsat 5 TM system. 

Site Date Image ID Number Path/Row Lat Lon 

Mount Kenya February 25, 1987 LT51680601987056XXX01 168/60 -0.33 37.44 

Mount Kenya January 10, 2011 LT51680602011010MLK00 168/60 -0.33 37.44 

Mau Forest Complex January 28, 1986 LT51690601986028XXX11 169/60 -1.44 35.52 

Mau Forest Complex January 30, 2010 LT51690602010030MLK00 169/60 -1.44 35.52 

Mt. Kilimanjaro July 3, 1987 LT51680621987184XXX01 168/62 -2.89 36.76 

Mt. Kilimanjaro August 19, 2010 LT51680622010231MLK00 168/62 -2.89 36.76 

2.3.2   Atmospheric Correction 
 A key issue with change detection is whether or not to compensate for conditions 

in the atmosphere through atmospheric correction. These data are unique in that they 

have already received atmospheric correction through the LEDAPS software (“Landsat 

Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record,” 2014). LEDAPS applies MODIS atmospheric 

correction procedures to the Landsat TM imagery as well as cloud, cloud shadow, 

adjacent clouds, land and water masks to create the Landsat Surface Reflectance CDR 

data (“Landsat Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record,” 2014). This form of correction 

is adequate for this study, which focuses on relative over absolute accuracies. Therefore, 

it was unnecessary to pre-process the imagery with additional atmospheric correction 

algorithms.  

Table 2: Information for all the Landsat TM Surface Reflectance CDR Imagery used in this project 
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2.3.3   Calibration Sites 
 The Landsat imagery used in this project to compare change detection methods 

were also utilized for collecting both the calibration and validation sites. The calibration 

sites are training areas of known identity on the image which are manually selected by 

the analyst for each category. These training areas depict the spectral variation within 

each informational category to train the rest of the pixel data (Campbell and Wynne, 

2011).  

 Area of interest (AOI) polygons were used to manually collect the spectral 

signatures for the specific classes at each site. Signatures were extracted from the Landsat 

TM images with a supervised process and then evaluated through Transformed 

Divergence (TD) and contingency tests employing the maximum likelihood decision rule. 

TD is a method of determining separability through the measurement of the statistical 

distance between classes of interest and ranges between 0 and 2,000 (ERDAS, 2013). In 

general, a TD value of at least 1,500 is considered to have acceptable separability of 

classes (Latty and Hoffer, 1980).  

 AOI polygons were drawn over each LULC category to obtain the spectral 

signatures. Each calibration site was carefully chosen to ensure that only pixels from that 

LULC class were incorporated into the polygons. Dependent on the scene, the subset 

included montane forest, agriculture, forest plantation, grassland/shrub land or 

open/barren land before being compressed into either forest or non-forest classes to 

match the validation information. For this study, grassland/shrub land was defined as an 

area with a multitude of non-forest/non-agricultural vegetation. These areas are a mix of 

grasses with bushes and shrubs. Occasional sparse trees may also be included in these 
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zones. Open land/barren was defined as an area with little to no non-forest/non-

agricultural vegetation. These areas can have occasional grass or shrubs but are mostly 

bare earth.  

 After the initial signatures were collected, they were evaluated. Any signature pair 

that had a TD value over 1,500, indicating acceptable separability, was then further 

analyzed with the contingency test to determine the percentage of misidentified pixels. 

Any forest or non-forest signature that misidentified more than 2% of its pixels as a 

different signature class was removed and more signatures were collected as necessary, 

until an appropriate percentage was reached. This 2% rule was only strictly enforced if a 

forest class or non-forest class misidentified as the other, as the classes would be merged 

into either a forest or non-forest classification to provide consistent change information 

for all techniques and would, therefore, not affect the overall classification accuracy.  

 The final number of separate spectral signatures for the classes ranged from two 

and three, with the size of each signature dependent on the size of each category in the 

subset. The non-forest classes had signatures between 42 and 171 pixels depending on the 

site, while montane forest classes ranged between 163 and 604 pixels.  These training 

sites were then used to classify the images for the post-classification comparison 

technique. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Change detection is defined as the process of identifying differences in the state 

of an object or phenomenon by observing it at different times (Singh, 1989). Change 

detection is useful for a multitude of applications, such as damage assessment, land use 

and land cover change analysis, changes in vegetation phenology and in this case, the 

assessment of deforestation (Singh, 1989). Five bitemporal change detection techniques 

were utilized, analyzed and compared to determine which technique was the best in 

detecting deforestation. These five techniques were: image differencing (ID), normalized 

difference vegetation index differencing (NDVID), post-classification comparison (PCC), 

principal component analysis (PCA) and visual interpretation (VI).  

3.1   Image Differencing 

ID is a relatively simple image algebraic operation. It is not only one of the most 

widely used spectral change detection techniques, but also one of the most effective 

(Campbell and Wynne, 2011). This method is performed by subtracting one or more 

bands from a single image from that of the same band(s) of another image (Campbell and 

Wynne, 2011). This differencing, or subtraction, produces both positive and negative 

numbers which indicate areas of change, while those values closest to zero represent 

areas of little to no change (Muchoney and Haack, 1994). 

For this study, ID was performed using only the Landsat TM band 3 (0.63 – 0.69 

µm), otherwise known as the visible red band. A variety of change detection studies have 

utilized TM band 3 differencing and have found it superior to other bands. For example, a 
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study conducted to compare ID, image ratioing and vegetation index differencing to 

determine which method was the most accurate in detecting areas of gypsy moth 

defoliation in forest canopy cover in Harrisonburg, Pennsylvania found that the Landsat 

Multi-Spectral Scanner (MSS) red band 5 (0.6 – 0.7 µm) distinguished forest canopy 

change the best out of all the MSS bands, while the first near-infrared band was found to 

be the least useful (Nelson, 1998).  

While the Nelson study was conducted using the Landsat MSS sensor, the slight 

changes in spectral sensitivity of the red band for this project should have little to no 

effect on the results when the Landsat TM imagery are used. Ridd and Liu (1998) 

conducted a study on land cover change detection in the Salt Lake Valley area, which 

compared ID, regression, Kauth-Thomas transformation and Chi-square transformation 

with the use of Landsat TM data. The analysts concluded that the Landsat TM band 3 

differencing and its regression were the best techniques for urban land use change 

detection (Ridd and Liu, 1998). Based on these various studies, TM band 3 ID should 

produce valuable results for detecting forest change compared against the other methods 

chosen in this study. 

3.2   Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing 

The NDVI measures biomass by using both the visible red and the near-infrared 

bands of the electromagnetic spectrum (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). The NDVI 

represents a greenness index and helps in identifying major changes in green vegetation 

levels (Coppin et al., 2004). The formula for this method is: 
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To perform NDVI change detection, vegetation indexes are produced separately and then 

the NDVI from the second-date image is subtracted from the NDVI of the first-date 

image (Lu et al. 2004). The differencing of these NDVI values for each image shows the 

fluctuations in biomass and helps to detect changes in forests and other vegetated areas. 

NDVID has worked well in a variety of change detection studies, such as 

Mancino et al. (2014) who used NDVI on Landsat TM imagery to assess the expansion 

of forests in southern Italy, receiving a 91.8% accuracy in their results for detecting 

growth in the Basilicata forests. Ochego (2003) used NDVID to analyze the extent of 

deforestation and determine changes in biomass in one of the Water Towers, the 

Aberdares forest of Kenya. The study effectively used NDVID, and the results indicated 

a reduction in biomass and therefore a decline in the forest area (Ochego, 2003).  

Vegetation index differencing is very beneficial as it helps to stress differences in 

the spectral response of various features as well as decreasing the impacts from 

topographic effects (Lu et al., 2004). This is highly important for this study, as most of 

the sites being evaluated are located on relatively steep terrain. While other forms of 

vegetation indices exist, such as difference vegetation index (DVI), ratio vegetation index 

(RVI) and soil adjusted vegetation index (SAVI), this study assessed NDVID based on its 

successes in the past. Lyon et al. (1998) compared seven different vegetation indices and 

discovered that NDVID was the best technique for evaluating deforestation and 

vegetation loss. 

Equation 1: NDVI 
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3.3   Post-Classification Comparison 

PCC is a method where multi-date imagery is independently classified and then 

compared for each class on a pixel-by-pixel, or even a polygon-by-polygon, basis using 

class pairs which are defined by the analyst (Muchoney and Haack, 1994). This technique 

is very beneficial because it provides the analyst a matrix of change information while 

also decreasing the impacts of external factors such as atmospheric and environmental 

interferences because the images are separately classified (Coppin et al., 2004). This 

allows the method to be performed without the use of additional pre-processing for 

atmospheric correction (Lu et al., 2004). However, PCC requires both time and expertise 

from the analyst to ensure an accurate classification (Lu et al., 2004).  

In terms of deforestation, PCC has been used in a multitude of studies to examine 

changes in forests as well as to assess vegetation loss. Hall et al. (1991) successfully used 

the PCC technique on Landsat TM imagery from northern Minnesota to map five forest 

types (broadleaf, conifer, mixed, clearings and regeneration). PCC was performed using a 

supervised signature extraction and application of a maximum likelihood decision rule 

for classification. The maximum likelihood decision rule is a powerful technique and the 

most commonly utilized (Serra et al., 2003). This method assumes a normal (Gaussian) 

distribution and uses the training data to estimate the means and variances of the classes 

to determine the probabilities to maximize the likelihood that each pixel is assigned to the 

correct class (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). 
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3.4   Principal Component Analysis 

PCA is one of the most widely used transformation techniques. Transformation, 

or rather data reduction, techniques involve the data from the original image being 

transformed to new axes composed of linear combinations of existing bands (Campbell 

and Wynne, 2011). Transformation techniques are valuable in that they reduce data 

redundancy between bands as well as accentuating the most important data in the derived 

components (Lu et al., 2004). Instead of simply applying PCA to combined datasets, 

PCA can be applied to difference images to produce change information (Gong, 1993). 

From this process, most change information is found within the first few PCA bands. 

Based on previous studies, the first two transformed components account for 93% of the 

total variation in all of the data (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). 

PCA is often utilized for change detection of forested areas. Jha and Unni (1994) 

studied tropical forest conversion with PCA in India using same season MSS imagery 

from 1982 and 1989. The use of PCA allowed for the monitoring of vegetation canopy 

cover in an area of rapid industrialization (Jha and Unni, 1994). Muchoney and Haack 

(1994) performed a study in which they compared the results of PCA, ID, spectral-

temporal change classification and PCC change differencing for identifying defoliation in 

hardwood forests of Virginia with the use of SPOT (Satellite Probatoire pour 

l’Observation de la Terre) imagery. Their results concluded that ID and PCA were the 

best indicators of defoliation (Muchoney and Haack, 1994). While the accuracies the 

study received were low (ID 69% and PCA 66%), this article helped provide justification 
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for why PCA should also be included in this study along with the other selected 

techniques (Muchoney and Haack, 1994). 

3.5   Visual Interpretation 

Another means of change detection is VI, which involves human expertise, either 

computer-assisted or by hand, to label zones that are considered changed (Desclée et al., 

2006). This method relies on the skill and knowledge of the analyst to make the decisions 

about the change occurring, yet it is time-consuming based on the size of the area (Lu et 

al. 2004). This method has been used successfully by many analysts. Slater and Brown 

(2000) used VI to monitor environmentally sensitive areas with Landsat TM and aerial 

imagery. With this method, the analysts were able to determine areas of arable land 

which had reverted back to grassland between 1987 and 1990. Asner et al. (2002) utilized 

this method with Landsat ETM+ data to analyze selective logging in the Brazilian 

Amazon, where a skilled analyst was needed to determine these small areas of logging. 

This method may be able to detect changes overlooked by digital processing techniques 

due to the amount of expertise needed for certain change detection. 

All of the five change detection methods selected for this study have proven to be 

useful in detecting changes in forest and vegetation loss. While some of the techniques 

have been compared with one another, not all of these methods have been compared at 

once to analyze deforestation. Also, with the studies that have compared some of these 

methods, there has been a large variety of results as to which method is the best for a 

particular situation. This is due in part to the different data, preprocessing techniques and 

methodologies as well as the fact that change detection is extremely complicated. 
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Unfortunately, there are no rules stating which change detection method is optimal for a 

given application. As such, the goal of this study is to determine which of these five 

change detection techniques would be best to study deforestation in East Africa.  Due to 

the number of variables involved it is improbable that this study will definitively answer 

which technique is best for monitoring deforestation in general, however it is expected to 

be informative as well as contribute to the understanding of how these methods might be 

used in other deforestation applications.  
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4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1   Data Pre-processing 

 After downloading the CDR Landsat TM imagery for each site, ERDAS Imagine 

2013 was used to layer stack bands 1-7 (excluding the thermal band 6) in the imagery’s 

original signed 16-bit format. An image-to-image approach was used to geometrically 

register the two image dates to one another. While the Landsat imagery already comes 

rectified to a coordinate system by the USGS, not every location has the necessary 

ground control points or elevation data to make each image match pixel by pixel. The 

first date image acted as the control image for the registration, and ground control points 

for the second image were gathered from this control image to link the data together. No 

fewer than ten ground control points were used, and the root mean square (RMS) error 

was no higher than one at each site. All imagery were then subset to a 150 x 150 pixel 

area. 

 Cloud masking is also highly important in any change detection study as it 

reduces error and misclassifications. The CDR Landsat TM imagery already masks out 

cloud and cloud shadow areas through a function developed in MATLAB at Boston 

University. To ensure the accuracy of the mask, the open source C code version of the 

MATLAB Function of Mask (CFmask) was examined to determine that none of the 

subset areas had any clouds or shadow in the scene.  
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4.2   Data Processing 

Once the pre-processing steps were completed, the five change detection 

techniques were conducted on the image subsets for the three sites to produce a final 

change/no change map. Due to the inclusion of certain techniques, such as ID which does 

not provide a complete matrix of change, only the accuracy of a simple change/no change 

map can be analyzed. The final product maps show areas of either forest growth (FG), 

forest loss (FL), or no forest cover change (NFCC). The areas of NFCC included all areas 

of no change, such as in agricultural or non-forested vegetation areas, but was mainly 

occupied with non-changed forested areas.   

4.2.1   Image Differencing 
 Through the ID process, the digital number (DN) values of one date for a 

particular band are subtracted from the DN values of the same band on a different date 

(Macleod and Congalton, 1998).  This method was performed solely on TM band 3 (the 

visible red band) of each image. For all three sites, the red band of the earlier date was 

subtracted from the red band of the later date.  

 The images were initially differenced and then the histogram was examined to 

determine an appropriate threshold percentage to highlight areas of significant increased 

and decreased change. This is necessary to avoid the salt and pepper affect from small 

spectral changes, which is quite common with this technique (Campbell and Wynne, 

2011). The images were differenced with initial threshold percentages discovered from 

the histogram to determine if there was an accurate portrayal of the change information. 

A large amount of trial and error went into the discovery of the most appropriate 
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threshold percentage values for each site. Any pixel than increased more than the 

threshold percentage were considered FL, while those that decreased were FG. The 

threshold values at Mt Kenya were 10% for increased pixels and 16% for decreased. The 

Mau Forest Complex was 10% for increased and 50% for decreased, while Mt 

Kilimanjaro was 20% for both. 

 With the thresholds, band 3 of each image date were successfully subtracted and 

these differenced images were then analyzed to detect forest change. Those pixels close 

to zero experienced little to no change and were labelled as NFCC, while those values 

with negative and positive values indicated areas of forest change. Areas with increased 

DN values higher than the determined threshold were labelled as areas of FL, while those 

decreased values were areas of FG. Pixels that had increased in DN values were generally 

areas of healthy non-forest vegetation or barren/open areas with high reflectance values. 

While areas with lower DN values depicted areas with more mature vegetation and were, 

therefore, typically areas of FG.   

4.2.2   Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing 
 For NDVID, the imagery subsets were first converted into NDVI images. The 

NDVI have values ranging from -1 to 1, with values closer to one representing pixels of 

higher green biomass, such as tropical forests, while areas close to zero depict barren or 

rock-covered areas (Coppin et al., 2004). Once the two NDVI subset images were created 

for each site, the values of the later date image were subtracted from the earlier date 

image. An appropriate threshold percentage for increases and decreases of change was 

applied for each site upon visual inspection of the histogram and through trial and error to 
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detect the change in pixel values between the two image dates, thus highlighting areas of 

forest change in the scene. Pixels of decreased value were labelled as FL, while areas of 

increased value were labelled as FG. The threshold values for Mt Kenya were 20% for 

both increased and decreased values. The Mau Forest Complex threshold values were 

35% for increased and 12% for decreased, while Mt Kilimanjaro was 10% for increased 

and 70% for decreased.  

4.2.3   Post-Classification Comparison  
 PCC involved classifying each image date separately before they were combined 

to assess change through a change image map. The images were classified into one of 

five classes: montane forest, agriculture, forest plantation, grassland/shrub land or 

open/barren land. The Mt Kenya site was the only classification that included a forest 

plantation class and lacked an agriculture class. 

 For the PCC, the spectral signatures collected from the calibration site polygons 

for each class were used to conduct a classification using the maximum likelihood 

decision rule. The classifications were then reclassified, merging the classes into either a 

forest or non-forest class for each date. The two classifications were then differenced, 

subtracting the later date image from the earlier date image to indicate areas of change 

and no change within the subsets. 

4.2.4   Principal Component Analysis 
 For the PCA data reduction technique, all bands excluding the thermal bands from 

both images of each site were layer-stacked to generate a single twelve-band merged 

dataset. PCA was then performed to generate twelve coefficients or PCA bands. As 
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previous stated, the first two PCA 

bands usually account for 93% of the 

total variation in the data (Campbell 

and Wynne, 2011). Table 3 displays all 

of the eigenvalues and the percentages 

of variance for each site in the study. 

For all three sites, the majority of the 

inter-image variance resides in the first 

eigenimage. Eigenimages one through 

four account for nearly 99% variance at 

all of the sites, while the remaining 

eight eigenimages only make up 

around 1% of the total variance.   

In this approach, all twelve 

merged PCA bands were classified 

using the unsupervised ISODATA 

classification system, which uses the 

minimum spectral distance formula to 

assign clusters (ERDAS, 2013). For 

each site, 25 unsupervised signatures 

were generated and were labelled as 

either FG, FL or NFCC for comparison with the other techniques. 

Table 3: The eigenvalues for all twelve eigenimages at 

each of the study sites. 
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4.2.5   Visual Interpretation 
Finally, for VI a LULC map was manually created for each image date by 

drawing polygons around each class. This technique relies heavily on human knowledge 

of the area as well as the analyst’s skill (Lu et. al, 2004). The LULC maps were created 

with the same classification system used in the PCC technique. The Minimum Mapping 

Unit (MMU), which is the smallest AOI to be mapped was chosen at all three sites to be a 

4x4 pixel area, or roughly 1.5 ha in size. No area smaller than this MMU was mapped. 

Once the LULC maps were created for each site, the classes were recoded as either forest 

or non-forest and then the later date image was subtracted from the earlier date image to 

produce a final change map with the three change classes: FG, FL and NFCC.  

4.3    Accuracy Assessment 
 Once all of the final change data were produced, the final step was to conduct an 

accuracy assessment to analyze the results of all five techniques at the three separate 

study sites. To determine the best change method, a reference dataset, which represented 

the accurate information for each pixel in the scene, was created for each site using the 

validation data and were utilized in the accuracy assessment to calculate the overall 

accuracy of each map. The validation sites were collected with the same polygon method 

as utilized for the calibration sites and created six forest and six to seven non-forest 

signatures per image (Figures 8, 10, 12). The validation signatures for the forest and non-

forest classes were then applied to the rest of the pixels in the image with the maximum 

likelihood decision rule to create the reference change datasets (Figures 9, 11, 13) of the 

entire subset area for the accuracy assessment. While this approach is not considered 

ideal, a separate accuracy assessment was conducted solely comparing the techniques 
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against the validation polygon 

areas and the differences in 

percentages were small, with 

limited variability as compared 

to the results in this study. As 

this study focused on relative 

over maximum accuracies, the 

difference in this validation 

approach is minimal and due to 

the small size of the study sites it 

is useful to have larger validation 

areas. 

At the Mount Kenya site, 

there are four land classes 

identified including montane 

forest, forest plantation, 

grassland/shrub land and 

open/barren land. In the false 

color composite, the montane 

forest areas appear in hues of 

dark red or purple throughout 

most of the scene. The forest 
Figure 8: Validation polygons over Mount Kenya Landsat TM 

1987 subset (top) and 2011 subset (bottom). 
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plantation areas, in this subset, are bright red and have distinct patterns that are not 

natural. These areas appear in the center to southern portions of the frame. The 

grassland/shrub land areas are bright pink and indicate pixels with non-forest vegetation. 

These can been identified in the northwest corner of the 1987 image, as well as in the 

north and southeast portions of the 2011 scene. These areas reside closely to open/barren 

land, which appears as bright cyan in the center and south of the 1987 image and in the 

center and northwest of the 2011 image. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: The reference change dataset for Mount Kenya from 

validation polygons.  
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 In the Mau Forest 

Complex scene, the montane 

forest, agriculture, open/barren 

land and grassland/shrub land 

classes are present. The montane 

forest remains relatively consistent 

in the east and south of both 

images and appears red to reddish 

brown in tone. In the 1986 scene, 

montane forest is also present in 

the west and center of the image. 

Areas of agriculture have varying 

hues from cyan to pink in the 

north of the 1986 scene and 

through the north, west and center 

of the 2010 subset. Grassland 

areas appear pink and are 

scattered amongst the agriculture 

and in strips along montane forest 

in the southeast of the 2010 

Figure 10: Validation polygons over the Mau Forest Complex 

Landsat TM 1986 subset (top) and 2010 subset (bottom). 
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image. Open/barren land areas are scattered in the two images and appear bright blue to 

bright green in color.  

 
 

 

Figure 11: The reference change dataset for the Mau Forest 

Complex from validation polygons. 
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The Mount Kilimanjaro 

site consisted of three LULC 

classes (montane forest, 

grassland/shrub land and 

agriculture). The montane forest 

is displayed mostly as dark brown 

in tone, but appears in a lighter 

red color in the western and 

eastern portions of the 2010 

scene. This brighter red forest is 

close in hue to the lighter pink 

grassland/shrub land area present 

throughout both images. The 

agricultural areas appears as a 

bright cyan color and includes 

some barren areas that were 

inspected and considered to be 

caused by agricultural activities or 

seasonal crop rotation. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Validation polygons over Mount Kilimanjaro 

Landsat TM 1987 subset (top) and 2010 subset (bottom). 
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 The validation sites were collected very carefully and with the most accurate 

reference information as any error in the validation would cause error in the accuracy 

assessments (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). Therefore, the reference data for each subset 

were collected from each site through close examination of higher spatial resolution 

DigitalGlobe imagery. When selecting polygon AOIs, close attention was paid to 

ensuring that validation areas were not collected from calibration areas to help eliminate 

bias. Also, the collection aimed to have approximately the same number of pixels per 

class while avoiding any questionable or mixed pixel areas.  

Figure 13: The reference change dataset for Mount Kilimanjaro 

from validation polygons. 
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 Additionally, ancillary data such as Google Earth were utilized to ensure accurate 

visual analysis for distinguishing features. These sites were then used to generate a 

complete reference dataset of all pixels in the subset, which was used to validate the 

change maps for each technique in the accuracy assessment. The same reference 

validation AOI polygons at each site were used for each technique. This was highly 

important as the main focus of the study was noting the successes and failures of each 

method. This would have become more varied and created mixed results if different 

reference data were used for each technique. These signatures then generated a complete 

reference dataset of all pixels in the subset, which was used to validate the change maps 

for each technique in the accuracy assessment. The overall accuracy for each method was 

then determined for each site to reach a conclusion on the best technique from this study. 

 The method utilized to evaluate thematic accuracy for all techniques was the error 

matrix (contingency table). Congalton (1991) thoroughly describes the contingency table 

and its use to determine overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy and kappa 

coefficient from single-date classifications. While accuracy assessment for change 

detection is more complex, the error matrix method is still valuable for determining 

accuracy (Lu et al., 2004). This matrix, as shown in Table 4, is essential to any accuracy 

study due to its ability to identify not only overall accuracy, but also misclassifications by 

category (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). The main purpose of this study is to discover the 

method with the best overall accuracy at the three study sites and highest user’s and 
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producer’s accuracies for FL, but the producer’s and user’s accuracies for FG and the 

kappa coefficients have also been included for discussion.  

 

            Reference Data              

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 13663 245 1413 15321 89.2% 

FG 515 270 57 842 32.1% 

FL 1256 2 5079 6337 80.1% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer 

Accuracy 88.5% 52.2% 77.6%   

Overall 

Accuracy 

 

84.5%  

 The main diagonal in the error matrix shows the number of correctly classified 

pixels for each of the categories (NFCC, FG, FL). The overall accuracy is the proportion 

of these correctly classified pixels in the image and can be identified by dividing the sum 

of the numbers in the diagonal of the matrix by the total number of pixels in the scene 

(Campbell and Wynne, 2011). From the example in Table 4, an overall accuracy of 

84.5% was reached by dividing the sum of the bolded diagonal numbers by 22,500.  

 The error matrix also reveals errors of omission and commission for each of the 

categories. Errors of commission (user’s accuracy) occur when pixels are incorrectly 

identified in a category, while errors of omission occur when pixels are omitted and not 

identified. Campbell and Wynne (2011) gave an example of a forest/non-forest 

classification where errors of omission (producer’s accuracy) labelled areas that were 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 4: An example of an error matrix to identify overall accuracy, user’s and producer’s 

accuracies, and the kappa coefficient.  
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actually forest on the ground as non-forest and errors of commission labelled an area that 

was actually non-forest on the ground as forest on the map. The errors of omission are 

shown in the columns of reference data, while errors of commission are revealed in the 

rows of classified data. Table 7 shows errors of omission in blue and errors of 

commission in red for the NFCC category. These two forms of error reveal the user’s and 

producer’s accuracies. The user’s accuracy describes the reliability of the map classes to 

the map user, while the producer’s accuracy informs the analyst about the performance of 

the map-generating process (Campbell and Wynne, 2011).  

 While the overall accuracy can suggest the relative effectiveness of a 

classification on its own, Cohen’s kappa coefficient can be used to improve the 

interpretation of the error matrix by determining if the two classified change products are 

in agreement (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). Kappa measures the difference between the 

observed agreement of two maps and agreement from chance matching of the maps. 

Equation 2 contains this measurement with observed being the accuracy reported in the 

error matrix and expected being the correct classification anticipated from the chance 

agreement of the two maps (Campbell and Wynne, 2011).   

 

 

𝐾 =
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

1 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
 

 

Kappa ranges from 0-1, with low values indicating a low accuracy map with little to no 

agreement and higher values representing a highly accurate map with better reliability.   

Equation 2: Kappa (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). 
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5.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the findings of the three study sites. The same methodology 

was used for all three sites. The methodology included the use of five techniques: ID, 

NDVID, PCC, PCA and VI to create forest change maps for determine the technique with 

the highest overall relative accuracy and best user’s and producer’s accuracies for FL. 

This consistent approach allows for a more accurate comparison across the three study 

areas. For each technique, the classified change map was first visually inspected before 

being compared through the accuracy assessment.  

5.1 Mount Kenya 

 The first study site evaluated was Mount Kenya, located in the central portion of 

Kenya. The next sections discuss the finding of the five change detection techniques 

conducted at this site. The images in Figure 14 contains the 150 x 150 pixel subset for 

this site, or approximately 4.5 x 4.5 km.  
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5.1.1 Image Differencing  
 From the application of a threshold for this method, montane forest pixels had 

lower DN values than the healthy grassland/shrub land and open/barren pixels, so 

increases in value represented loss of forest, while decreases in value represented growth.  

The change map was visually inspected to find that areas of no changes in forest cover 

were classified well. However, the method left some scattering of FG and FL within the 

NFCC class. Overall, FG was correctly classified in many key areas, but was still quite 

dispersed and overestimated in the southeast. Areas classified as FL were overestimated 

in locations of NFCC that had mixes of open/barren land and non-forested vegetation 

cover. Figure 15 displays the results of this approach, with red areas indicating losses in 

forest cover and green labelling areas of FG.  

Figure 14: The Landsat TM subsets of Mount Kenya from February 25, 1987 on the left and from January 

10, 2011 on the right (Bands R:4, G:3, R:2).  
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After the map was generated, the technique was compared against the reference 

dataset through an accuracy assessment. The overall accuracy of this map was found to 

be 86.6% as documented in Table 5. The user’s accuracies suggested that this map had a 

reliable NFCC class 

with an accuracy of 

91.3%. The FG class 

had the lowest 

accuracy at 36.9% and 

would not be 

considered trustworthy, 

while the FL category 

was slightly higher at 

52.4%. Both the FG 

and FL categories had 

more commission 

errors and were less 

dependable than the 

NFCC class. The 

producer’s accuracies 

followed the same 

pattern with the highest accuracy being 93.4% for NFCC. FG had the lowest accuracy at 

20.4% followed by FL at 52%.  

Figure 15: The 1987-2011 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site using the ID approach. 
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Finally, the kappa statistic of 0.39% was low and indicated that this change map 

was not very accurate. Based upon this assessment, this technique is moderate in quality 

but has weaknesses in classifying both FG and FL. While ID was able to only identify 

obvious areas of FG and FL, as demonstrated by the low user’s and producer’s 

accuracies, the method also had issues in distinguishing changes between non-forested 

and forested areas and classified considerable NFCC from open/barren land to grassland 

as FG and vice versa as FL. This limited the assessment and resulted in more omission 

and commission errors, leading to a moderate overall accuracy.   

 
Mount Kenya ID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 18250 784 951 19985 91.3% 

FG 343 201 0 544 36.9% 

FL 938 1 1032 1971 52.4% 

Totals 19531 986 1983 22500  

Producer Accuracy 93.4% 20.4% 52.0%  Kappa  

.39% Overall Accuracy  86.6% 

5.1.2 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing  
The change/no change map from the NDVID approach, displayed in Figure 16, 

was very different from the ID approach and greatly overestimated FG. The NFCC 

category was well-classified overall, but still had some scattered change pixels that were 

actually non-changed areas. Due to the NDVI, brighter pixel values in 2011, such as 

Table 5: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2011 ID change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site.  
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healthy non-forest vegetation, were considered to be areas of FG when compared to these 

other techniques, which led to FG being significantly overemphasized. This method 

appropriately labelled areas of change in NDVI value, unfortunately this was not the 

desired change in forest cover, but all vegetation in general. Therefore, areas that were 

once deforested but had regrown non-forest vegetation with high DN values were 

misclassified as FG. However, areas that were once open/barren land and had changed to 

forest cover were 

correctly classified. FL 

followed the same 

pattern as FG, where 

reforested areas which 

had a decrease in DN 

value were wrongly 

considered loss. Yet, 

areas that changed from 

forest to open/barren 

land were appropriately 

classified.  

From the 

accuracy assessment in 

Table 6, the NDVID 

method received 82.8% 

Figure 16: The 1987-2011 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site using the NDVID approach.  
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in overall accuracy. This was somewhat lower than the results from the ID approach for 

Mount Kenya. For both the user’s and producer’s accuracies, the highest level of 

accuracies were found in the NFCC category at 89.6% and 91.8% respectively. Both FG 

and FL received very low accuracies and had high amounts of omission and commission 

errors. The lowest category for user’s accuracy was FG at 21.9% and the lowest for 

producer’s accuracy was FL at 18.5%. This means that not only were many FG and FL 

pixels incorrectly labelled, but a majority of the growth and loss areas were never 

identified. This technique also received a very low kappa score of 0.22%. Overall, this 

map lacked reliability and should not be used to detect gain or loss in forest cover over 

time.  

 
Mount Kenya NDVID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 17930 555 1533 20018 89.6% 

FG 1066 322 84 1472 21.9% 

FL 535 109 366 1010 36.2% 

Totals 19531 986 1983 22500  

Producer Accuracy 91.8% 32.7% 18.5%  Kappa  

.22% Overall Accuracy  82.8% 

5.1.3 Post-Classification Comparison 
 AOI calibration polygons (Figure 17) were collected from both image dates to 

obtain the PCC change map. The polygons were carefully drawn over each LULC class 

in the subset. For Mount Kenya, montane forest, forest plantation, grassland/shrub land 

Table 6: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2011 PCC change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site. 
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and open/barren land were identified and collected. The spectral signatures in each 

calibration polygon were extracted with a supervised method, evaluated with TD and 

contingency testing and then classified with the maximum likelihood decision rule. The 

multi-class data layer was then reclassified into a simple forest/non-forest classification. 

The AOI polygons were collected in homogeneous areas and varied based on class due to 

the extent of each category in the subset. The signatures were reduced to two per cover 

type, except for the 2011 open/barren land category, which had three smaller polygons.  
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Figure 17: Calibration polygons overlaid on the Mt Kenya 1987 Landsat TM subset (top left) and its 

forest/non-forest classification (top right) and on the 2011 Landsat TM subset (bottom left) and forest/non-

forest classification (bottom right). 
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Visually, the PCC technique performed well mapping the change amongst the 

categories. The best mapped category was NFCC. The FG class underestimated many 

areas of growth throughout the image. The method was able to correctly locate the areas, 

but underestimated the size of the gain. On the other hand, areas of loss were somewhat 

overestimated with this technique. These areas of FL were correctly located, but simply 

too extensive. Figure 18 demonstrated this over and under estimation of the forest cover. 

The overall 

accuracy of 90.1% for 

this technique, which 

was the highest thus far 

indicated that out of the 

three techniques tested 

for this site, PCC 

performed the best in 

identifying forest 

change from non-forest 

change (Table 7). The 

NFCC class had the 

highest score for the 

user’s accuracy at 

97.6%. This 

demonstrates to the user 

Figure 18: The 1987-2011 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site using the PCC approach.  
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that the map was extremely reliable in terms of measuring NFCC. FG was also relatively 

reliable with a user’s accuracy of 83.6%, while FL was low at 53.4%. This was the 

opposite for the producer’s accuracies, with FG receiving a relatively low accuracy of 

44.4% and FL increasing to 98.5%, which demonstrates to the analyst that nearly all of 

the FL was correctly identified. The kappa statistic was higher than ID and NDVID at 

0.64%, but still indicated that this map had issues in classifying the change data. The 

PCC approach appeared to be a valid means of classifying forest change data. However, 

there were still issues in the labelling of FG and FL. 

 

Mount Kenya PCC Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 17885 401 30 18316 97.6% 

FG 86 438 0 524 83.6% 

FL 1560 147 1953 3660 53.4% 

Totals 19531 986 1983 22500  

Producer Accuracy 91.6% 44.4% 98.5%  Kappa  

.64% Overall Accuracy  90.1% 

5.1.4 Principal Component Analysis 
 The change/no change map produced from the PCA method at this site was 

visually inspected and was determined to have performed well in estimating all three 

change categories (Figure 19). However, for the FG class there were some issues with 

overestimating the areas of growth, which were actually areas of NFCC. The largest 

Table 7: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2011 PCC change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site. 
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portion of confusion for this site occurred in the northwest of the subset, where pixels 

labelled as NFCC were actually FG and other pixels mapped as FG were really areas of 

no change. Mapped 

pixels of FL were 

correctly located, but 

somewhat 

underestimated in 

several locations. 

The overall 

accuracy was 88.5%, 

which was still high 

compared to some 

techniques at this site 

(Table 8). NFCC 

received the highest 

user’s and producer’s 

accuracies at 93.4% and 

94% respectively, 

indicating that this map 

had reliable information for finding areas where NFCC had occurred. However, FG was 

very low for both accuracies at 25.6% for the user’s accuracy and 35.1% for the 

producer’s accuracy. FL had much higher accuracies with a user’s accuracy of 81.1% and 

Figure 19: The 1987-2011 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site using the PCA approach.  
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a producer’s accuracy of 60.5%. The kappa statistic was moderate at 0.51%. This 

technique could be useful for mapping areas of NFCC and FL, but suffers greatly when 

determining areas of FG. The technique overall had moderate success and should still be 

considerate as a viable technique.  

   

Mount Kenya PCA2 Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 18367 630 671 19668 93.4% 

FG 894 346 113 1353 25.6% 

FL 270 10 1199 1479 81.1% 

Totals 19531 986 1983 22500  

Producer Accuracy 94.0% 35.1% 60.5%  Kappa  

.51% Overall Accuracy  88.5% 

5.1.5 Visual Interpretation  
 The last technique for the Mount Kenya site was VI. To produce the change map, 

each Landsat TM subset was interpreted visually by the analyst and classified with hand-

drawn polygons for the same classes as in PCC. The LULC maps were then reclassified 

to forest/non-forest maps (Figure 20) and were differenced to identify change. 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 8: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2011 PCA change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site. 
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The produced change/no change map was very effective in determining major 

areas of FG and FL (Figure 21). However, the use of a MMU also limited this method as 

minor pixel change throughout the image was completely lost. FG was overestimated in 

certain areas, while underestimated in others, due in part to the issue of ignoring areas of 

change smaller than the MMU. Another reason for overestimation could be due to the 

inclusion of some mixed pixel areas on the border of the FG category. The FL class was 

similar to FG, but mostly overestimated pixels within the category.  

Figure 20: Mount Kenya forest/non-forest classified images for Landsat TM 1987 (left) and 2011 (right) subsets. 
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  While there 

were many issues with 

over and 

underestimating 

smaller pixel areas, the 

approach still received 

a high overall accuracy 

of 88.1% (Table 9). 

NFCC pixels once 

again achieved high 

user’s (94.1%) and 

producer’s (92.5%) 

accuracies. Similar to 

the PCA technique, the 

FG class received low 

user’s and producer’s 

accuracies of 37.0% and 22.1%, demonstrating that the growth information lacked 

reliability and that the change/no change map was missing FG data. The FL category was 

higher than the ID and NDVID methods at 56.6% for user’s accuracy and 77.4% for the 

producer’s accuracy. This meant that the VI approach at this site performed better than 

both the ID and NDVID techniques at locating areas of loss in forest. The kappa score of 

0.52% was also nearly identical to the PCA technique. For this site, it appears that both 

Figure 21: The 1987-2011 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site using the VI approach.  
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PCA and VI had very similar outputs, producing a map of relatively high overall 

accuracy with a moderate kappa statistic. For the greatest success, this method depends 

on the user’s knowledge of the area, skill with the processing program, and the 

appropriate selection of a MMU. 

 

Mount Kenya VI Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 18068 701 432 19201 94.1% 

FG 355 218 16 589 37.0% 

FL 1108 67 1535 2710 56.6% 

Totals 19531 986 1983 22500  

Producer Accuracy 92.5% 22.1% 77.4%  Kappa  

.52% Overall Accuracy  88.1% 

 

5.2 The Mau Forest Complex 

The second study site evaluated was the Mau Forest Complex, located west of the 

Rift Valley in Kenya. The same methodology as for Mount Kenya was applied to the 

Mau Forest Complex subscene and the following sections contain the results. The images 

in Figure 22 contain the 150 x 150 pixel subset (4.5 km per side) area that was employed 

to study this site.  

Table 9: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2011 VI change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kenya study site. 
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5.2.1 Image Differencing  
 The change map from the ID approach visually performed better classifying areas 

of NFCC than at the Mount Kenya site (Figure 23). However, the technique still 

underestimated areas of FG and FL, labelling the categories as NFCC. The biggest issue 

appeared with the mapping of FG. There was more FG classified in agricultural areas of 

NFCC, while other minor areas of actual FG were not mapped at all throughout the 

image. For FL, the classification was overall correct, but some areas of loss were ignored 

entirely by this method.  

 The accuracy assessment in Table 10 demonstrated that the technique performed 

slightly better at this second site with an overall accuracy of 89.1%. From the user’s and 

producer’s accuracies, FG was the least well-executed category from this method. This 

matched the visual analysis of the image. The user’s accuracy was 38.6% for FG, while 

Figure 22: The Landsat TM subsets of the Mau Forest Complex from January 28, 1986 on the left and from 

January 30, 2010 on the right (Bands R:4, G:3, R:2).  
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the producer’s accuracy 

was 21.5%, 

demonstrating that this 

map did not perform 

well classifying FG. 

However, both NFCC 

and FL performed well 

for both forms of 

accuracy, never falling 

below 80%. The kappa 

statistic was also high 

for this technique 

compared to at the 

Mount Kenya site at 

0.76%. This means that 

in terms of kappa, this 

map was in moderately high agreement.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site using the ID approach.  
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Mau Forest Complex ID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14147 644 1058 15849 89.3% 

FG 280 176 0 456 38.6% 

FL 473 0 5722 6195 92.4% 

Totals 14900 820 6780 22500  

Producer Accuracy 94.9% 21.5% 84.4%  Kappa  

.76% Overall Accuracy  89.1% 

 

5.2.2 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing 
The change map from this method in Figure 24 indicated that while the NFCC 

category was similar to the ground truth information, there were major issues in 

classifying the agricultural areas. The NDVID approach labelled most of the agricultural 

fields as FG instead of NFCC. While there was some vegetation growth in this area, the 

vegetation was not forest. However, other areas of forest growth were accounted for 

throughout the image. FL areas were mostly labeled correctly but were still misjudged. 

Table 10: The accuracy assessment of the 1986-2010 ID change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site. 
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This method was 

similar to the ID 

approach for this site, 

where some areas were 

ignored by the method, 

while other areas of 

loss were labelled as 

NFCC.  

The error matrix 

indicated a moderate 

overall accuracy of 

83.0%, which was 

lower than the ID 

approach. Also 

similarly to the ID 

method for this site, 

both NFCC and FL performed well for the user’s and producer’s accuracies (Table 11), 

while the FG category was 17.9% for user’s and 40.5% for producer’s accuracies. In the 

images, the vegetation in the 1986 subset was mostly forest, while the 2010 subset had a 

large amount of healthy non-forest vegetation located in the agricultural areas. Thus the 

NDVID approach incorrectly identify the areas of non-forest vegetation as FG, while 

allowing the FL category to have increased user’s and producer’s accuracies (user’s 

Figure 24: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site using the NDVID approach.  
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94.7%, producer’s 77.6%). The kappa was lower than for the ID technique, but was 

moderate at 0.64%. This method performed slightly worse when compared to the ID 

approach. 

Mau Forest Complex NDVID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 13087 487 1520 15094 86.7% 

FG 1519 332 1 1852 17.9% 

FL 294 1 5259 5554 94.7% 

Totals 14900 820 6780 22500  

Producer Accuracy 87.8% 40.5% 77.6%  Kappa  

.64% Overall Accuracy  83.0% 

5.2.3 Post-Classification Comparison 
Calibration polygons (Figure 25) were drawn on both images to obtain spectral 

signatures to create the PCC change map. Signatures were collected from four LULC 

classes: montane forest, agriculture, grassland/shrub land and open/barren land. The 

grassland/shrub land class was only present in the 2010 scene. Similar to the Mount 

Kenya site, the PCC technique performed exceptionally well when the mapped product 

was visually assessed. The NFCC category was nearly identical to the actual surface 

change, while both FG and FL were very similar. However, for both FG and FL there 

were some issues in distinguishing some nearby pixels, which were very close in value to 

the actual change that occurred. These pixels were incorrectly labelled and are scattered 

throughout the areas of FL and FG.  

Table 11: The accuracy assessment of the 1986-2010 NDVID change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site. 
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Figure 25: Calibration polygons overlaid on the Mau Forest Complex 1986 Landsat TM subset (top left) and 

its forest/non-forest classification (top right) and on the 2010 Landsat TM subset (bottom left) and 

forest/non-forest classification (bottom right). 
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 The error matrix in Table 12 provides the highest overall accuracy of any 

technique for the two sites thus far at 96.8%. All user’s and producer’s accuracies were 

high and greater than 80%. This change/no change product mapped both NFCC and FL 

very well with all accuracies 96% or higher, while FG received an 82.4% user’s and a 

79.9% producer’s accuracy. These accuracies were higher than the ID and NDVID 

methods for this site. 

This method would be 

the most reliable for 

locating change at the 

Mau Forest Complex as 

it performed the best 

out of these three 

techniques. This map 

also did exceptionally 

well in terms of kappa 

with a value of 0.93%, 

which was also the 

highest out of any 

kappa score tested in 

this study to this point. Figure 26: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site using the PCC approach.  
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This established that this map was both highly accurate and reliable.  

Mau Forest Complex PCC Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14498 159 140 14797 98.0% 

FG 129 655 11 795 82.4% 

FL 273 6 6629 6908 96.0% 

Totals 14900 820 6780 22500  

Producer Accuracy 97.3% 79.9% 97.8%  Kappa  

.93% Overall Accuracy  96.8% 

5.2.4 Principal Component Analysis 
 The PCA approach also visually performed well in comparison to the condition 

on the ground (Figure 27). All of the classes were similar to the actual change 

information. However, both FG and FL were slightly overestimated throughout the map. 

This approach included some mixed pixel areas that were not considered forest. 

 The accuracy assessment determined a high overall accuracy of 92.9% as 

displayed in Table 13. As in many other techniques, the category that had the most issues 

for the user’s and producer’s accuracies was FG receiving 53.0% and 77.6% respectively. 

NFCC was a reliable class with a user’s accuracy of 98.3%. The producer’s accuracy was 

also high at 90.9%, signifying that this class performed well. FL was a dependable class 

with a user’s accuracy of 89.2% and performed the best with a nearly perfect producer’s 

Table 12: The accuracy assessment of the 1986-2010 PCC change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site. 
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accuracy of 99.1%. 

While the kappa 

statistic was not as 

high as in PCC, it was 

greater than both the 

ID and NDVID 

techniques at 0.85%. 

While this method was 

not as accurate nor as 

reliable as the PCC 

method, it was close 

and should still be 

considered a good 

indicator of forest 

change. 

 

Mau Forest Complex PCA Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 13537 173 60 13770 98.3% 

FG 564 636 1 1201 53.0% 

FL 799 11 6719 7529 89.2% 

Totals 14900 820 6780 22500  

Producer Accuracy 90.9% 77.6% 99.1%  Kappa  

.85% Overall Accuracy  92.9% 

Table 13: The accuracy assessment of the 1986-2010 PCA change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site. 

 

Figure 27: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site using the PCA approach.  
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5.2.5 Visual Interpretation  
 For the last method, VI, each subset was first classified manually (Figure 28) and 

then differenced to create a change product (Figure 29). Similar to the Mount Kenya site, 

this map was limited in its accuracy due to having to abide by a MMU. Therefore, small 

areas of change were lost in this technique. However, this product does provide the user 

of the map with a clear understanding of where the major change areas are occurring 

throughout the subset. For the categories, the NFCC was generally well-classified, but 

there were small areas or individual pixels of both FG and FL that were missing. For FG 

in particular, the areas of FG were underestimated and small linear areas of change were 

not identified in the image. FL on the other hand was overestimated in the main 

Figure 28: The Mau Forest Complex forest/non-forest classified images for Landsat TM 1986 (left) and 2010 

(right) subsets. 
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deforested areas and there was some scattered undervaluing of loss through the remainder 

of the image.  

The overall 

accuracy was 91.0% 

(Table 14). This was 

just slightly lower than 

the PCA approach 

(92.9%) and above the 

ID method (89.1%). 

Similarly to the other 

four techniques at this 

site, the change 

category with the 

lowest level of 

reliability and 

performance was FG, 

with a user’s accuracy 

of 61.3% and a 

producer’s accuracy of 

38.3%. Both NFCC and FL performed very well with high map reliability, not receiving 

a user’s or producer’s accuracy below 89.6%. This method’s kappa statistic of 0.81% 

placed this technique after PCA (0.85%) and before ID (0.76%) for overall map 

Figure 29: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site using the VI approach.  
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agreement. While this visual approach is time consuming and relies heavily on the 

analyst’s expertise, it can still produce very good results in comparison to other faster 

techniques which rely solely on the programming software. 

 

Mau Forest Complex VI Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14029 475 631 15135 92.7% 

FG 190 314 8 512 61.3% 

FL 681 31 6141 6853 89.6% 

Totals 14900 820 6780 22500  

Producer Accuracy 94.2% 38.3% 90.6%  Kappa  

.81% Overall Accuracy  91.0% 

5.3 Mount Kilimanjaro 

The last study site was Mount Kilimanjaro, located in Tanzania just south of the 

Kenyan border. The same methodology for the other two sites was applied to allow for 

comparison and the next sections depict the results of the five techniques. The images in 

Figure 30 show the 150 x 150 pixel (4.5 km per side) area that was utilized for this site.  

Table 14: The accuracy assessment of the 1986-2010 VI change/no change map generated for the Mau 

Forest Complex study site. 
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5.3.1 Image Differencing  
 The ID technique visually had some issues in classifying actual forest change over 

non-forest change areas (Figure 31). The NFCC category was overestimated, while areas 

of forest change in the southeast of the subset were completely lost. This southern region 

was covered in non-forest vegetation which ID had difficulty distinguishing from other 

vegetated areas, even with the application of appropriate thresholds. The FG change 

category was overestimated throughout the entire subset area. Areas that were originally 

non-forest agriculture were mapped as FG when minor changes occurred. While some 

vegetation change had transpired in these areas, the locations were still clearly non-forest. 

FL was mostly underestimated in major areas of deforestation. Some agricultural areas 

were also misclassified as FL, where only minor non-forest vegetation had occurred. 

Figure 30: The Landsat TM subsets of Mount Kilimanjaro from July 3, 1987 on the left and from August 19, 

2010 on the right (Bands R:4, G:3, R:2).  
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Overall, this method did not visually perform well due to the misclassification of FG and 

FL areas. 

The error matrix 

in Table 15 displayed 

an overall accuracy of 

78.3% and also agrees 

with this assessment 

with low user’s and 

producer’s accuracies 

for FG and a low 

producer’s accuracy for 

FL. While the user’s 

accuracy of 85.6% for 

FL indicates that the 

map is reasonably 

reliable for measuring 

FL, the lower 

producer’s accuracy of 

46.8% indicates that 

this method failed to perform well in locating all the areas of loss. This technique also 

only had a user’s accuracy of 78.8% for the NFCC, indicating that around 20% of the 

NFCC data were misclassified in the change/no change product. The kappa statistic for 

Figure 31: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site using the ID approach.  
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this map was lower than for the ID approach at the Mau Forest Complex site, but higher 

than at the Mount Kenya site, achieving a kappa of 0.45%. This indicated that there were 

many areas that needed improvement.  

Mount Kilimanjaro ID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14447 412 3479 18338 78.8% 

FG 470 105 2 577 18.2% 

FL 517 0 3068 3585 85.6% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer Accuracy 93.6% 20.3% 46.8%  Kappa  

.45% Overall Accuracy  78.3% 

5.3.2 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing 
 Similarly to the other two sites, the NDVID was visually the least accurate out of 

all five approaches. This change/no change map (Figure 32) appeared similar to the ID 

differencing map but with increased overestimation of the NFCC category. FG, for the 

most part, was underestimated throughout the subset area, while some growth was 

mapped in incorrect locations. FL was also underestimated within the subset and some 

areas of loss were completely overlooked, while other areas, such as for FG, were 

incorrectly classified and should have been labelled as NFCC. The NDVID misidentified 

this change in vegetation as change in forest and was unable to distinguish between these 

Table 15: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2010 ID change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site. 
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forms of change. Unfortunately, the purpose of this study is in locating areas of forest 

change rather than including changes in non-forested areas. 

The overall 

accuracy was much 

lower than in the other 

techniques at 73.2% 

(Table 16). Many 

commission and 

omission errors resulted 

in low user’s and 

producer’s accuracies 

for FL and especially 

FG, which received 

6.5% for the user’s 

accuracy and only 2.7% 

for the producer’s 

accuracy. The FG in this 

method was not at all 

accurate as compared to 

ground data. FL was slightly higher with a user’s accuracy of 69.6% and a low 

producer’s accuracy of 32.9%. The FL in this change map was relatively reliable, but 

misinterpreted a multitude of FL data. The NFCC category was slightly more dependable 

Figure 32: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site using the NDVID approach.  
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with a 74.5% user’s accuracy and included most of the NFCC data as shown by the 

92.6% producer’s accuracy. However, this class could have produced better results. The 

kappa score for this map was very low at 0.28%. This was just slightly better than the 

0.22% received at the Mount Kenya site, but worse than at the Mau Forest Complex site, 

where NDVID received a 0.64% kappa. The NDVID approach produced the map with 

the lowest overall accuracy and reliability out of all five approaches for the first two sites 

studied. This meant that in studying forest change, in general, NDVID should not be 

chosen over these other techniques.  

Mount Kilimanjaro NDVID Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14295 502 4396 19193 74.5% 

FG 201 14 1 216 6.5% 

FL 938 1 2152 3091 69.6% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer Accuracy 92.6% 2.7% 32.9%  Kappa  

.28% Overall Accuracy  73.2% 

5.3.3 Post-Classification Comparison 
To create the PCC change map, calibration polygons were drawn over known 

LULC areas to collect spectral signatures to train the rest of the data. These polygons 

(Figure 33) were collected for montane forest, agriculture and grassland/shrub land 

classes to classify the image. The classified maps were then recoded to a simple 

forest/non-forest map for comparison to the other techniques. The sizes of the AOI 

Table 16: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2010 NDVID change/no change map generated for the 

Mount Kilimanjaro study site. 
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polygons were scaled based on the overall sizes of the LULC classes in the scenes with 

two polygons for each of the three classes.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 33: Calibration polygons overlaid on the Mount Kilimanjaro 1987 Landsat TM subset (top left) and 

its forest/non-forest classification (top right) and on the 2010 Landsat TM subset (bottom left) and 

forest/non-forest classification (bottom right). 
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The PCC change/no change map in Figure 34 was mostly accurate from a visual 

inspection, but not as correct as at the Mau Forest Complex site. Similar to the Mau study 

area, the pixels were relatively correct, but had some issues misclassifying nearby pixels 

due to minor decreases 

or increases in change 

which did not agree 

with the ground data. 

The FG category was to 

some extent 

overestimated. The 

growth pixels all 

appeared to be 

correctly located, but 

with too much growth 

area. This technique, 

over ID and NDVID, 

was able to identify 

change within the 

forest in the southeast 

portion of the subset, as 

well as in other forested and previously forested areas of the image.  

Figure 34: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site using the PCC approach.  
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 The overall accuracy for this map (Table 17) was 84.5%, so far the highest for the 

Mount Kilimanjaro site. The best user’s (89.2%) and producer’s (88.5%) accuracies were 

found in the NFCC class, with the lowest accuracies (user’s 32.1%, producer’s 52.2%) in 

the FG class. Overall, this map performed well in its ability to distinguish forest change 

from non-change. The method received a moderate 0.66% kappa statistic, which was 

higher than both ID and NDVID. Among PCC, ID and NDVID, the PCC method has 

been the most successful in accuracy for the Mount Kilimanjaro site. 

 

Mount Kilimanjaro PCC Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 13663 245 1413 15321 89.2% 

FG 515 270 57 842 32.1% 

FL 1256 2 5079 6337 80.1% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer Accuracy 88.5% 52.2% 77.6%  Kappa  

.66% Overall Accuracy  84.5% 

5.3.4 Principal Component Analysis 
 This PCA change/no change map in Figure 35 visually looked quite different 

from the PCC map for this site. The PCA method was not able to detect any changes in 

the southeast forest, but performed better classifying regions of FL in the subset. 

However, FL was still underestimated throughout the image. While the pixels that were 

mapped as loss were mostly correct, the areas of FL pixels were too small. FG pixels 

Table 17: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2010 PCC change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site. 
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were overly abundant 

in the image but were 

correctly located for 

the most part. While 

other areas were 

underestimated for 

growth.  

  The error 

matrix from Table 18, 

indicated the overall 

accuracy for the map 

to be 85.7%. This was 

only 1% higher than 

the PCC technique at 

Mount Kilimanjaro.  

The kappa statistic 

was also slightly higher than PCC at 0.67%, as compared to 0.66%. The NFCC category, 

in relation to the PCC approach, was marginally less reliable with an 87.8% user’s 

accuracy (PCC= 89.2%), but had a higher producer’s accuracy of 92.4% (PCC= 88.5%). 

For FG, PCC was greater with both the user’s and producer’s accuracies, while for FL, 

the PCA approach received a higher user’s accuracy of 82.1% compared to the PCC’s 

Figure 35: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site using the PCA approach.  
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80.1%. Overall, while these two techniques had some differences in mapping forest 

change and no change, the two were considered to be nearly identical for accuracy, with 

the PCA performed slightly better than PCC for this study site. 

 

Mount Kilimanjaro PCA Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14260 438 1549 16247 87.8% 

FG 111 55 26 192 28.6% 

FL 1063 24 4974 6061 82.1% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer Accuracy 92.4% 10.6% 76.0%  Kappa  

.67% Overall Accuracy  85.7% 

5.3.5 Visual Interpretation  
 The VI maps (Figure 36) were drawn over the LULC classes (montane forest, 

agriculture and grassland/shrub land) and differenced to create the change output  (Figure 

37), which looked visually appealing and located the key areas of FL and  

FG, with some minor areas of change occurring near strips of agriculture. The NFCC 

class was overestimated compared to the ground information. The scattered FG and FL 

pixels, which should be found throughout most of the subset area, were not included 

because of the MMU. This meant that the change found in the southeastern forest in both 

Table 18: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2010 PCA change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site. 
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the PCC and PCA techniques was not included as growth or loss, but instead labelled as 

NFCC. Areas of FG were also somewhat overestimated, though were generally correctly 

located. Lastly, the FL category was underestimated, while some pixels were completely 

overlooked due to being in small areas of change or located in mixed pixel areas which 

can be difficult to interpret. 

The error matrix had an overall accuracy of 81.1%, ranking this technique third in 

the study site (Table 19). NFCC, as in the other techniques, was the best category for 

user’s and producer’s accuracies at 81.4% and 94.5% respectively. FG was the lowest in 

terms of these accuracies with a 25.1% user’s accuracy and a 35% producer’s accuracy. 

FL had the best reliability out of all categories with a user’s accuracy of 89.9%, but 

Figure 36: The Mount Kilimanjaro forest/non-forest classified images for Landsat TM 1987 (left) and 2010 

(right) subsets. 
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nearly half of the FL 

information was 

missing from the map 

which resulted in a 

53% producer’s 

accuracy. This map 

received a kappa score 

of 0.53%. The overall 

accuracy and moderate 

kappa score show that 

this map is relatively 

reliable.

 
 

Mount Kilimanjaro VI Error Matrix 

 Reference Data   

Classified Data NFCC FG FL Totals User Accuracy 

NFCC 14592 332 2996 17920 81.4% 

FG 455 181 84 720 25.1% 

FL 387 4 3469 3860 89.9% 

Totals 15434 517 6549 22500  

Producer Accuracy 94.5% 35.0% 53.0%  Kappa  

.53% Overall Accuracy  81.1% 
  

Table 19: The accuracy assessment of the 1987-2010 VI change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site. 

 

Figure 37: The 1986-2010 change/no change map generated for the Mount 

Kilimanjaro study site using the VI approach.  
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5.4 Comparison of Results 

 After each technique was individually assessed at each of the three sites, the 

results were evaluated to determine the technique with the highest level of overall 

accuracy in detecting changes in forested areas of Kenya and Tanzania. The kappa 

statistic was also evaluated to see if there was a general agreement with the overall 

conclusion of the study. Table 20 includes all of the overall accuracies and kappa scores 

for each technique, divided by site.  

 Mount Kenya Mau Forest Complex Mount Kilimanjaro 

 

Technique 

Overall 

Accuracy 

 

Kappa  

Overall 

Accuracy 

 

Kappa  

Overall 

Accuracy 

 

Kappa  

ID 87% .39% 89% .76% 78% .45% 

NDVID 83% .22% 83% .64% 73% .28% 

PCC 90% .64% 97% .93% 85% .66% 

PCA 89% .51% 93% .85% 86% .67% 

VI 88% .52% 91% .81% 81% .53% 

 Based on the results, the technique with the highest overall accuracy was the PCC 

technique, followed by the PCA method. At two of the sites, PCC had the highest 

accuracy of all five techniques. At the Mount Kilimanjaro study site, PCC came in 

second to PCA by only one percent. This small loss indicated that the results for these 

two techniques were nearly identical at this site, but still placed the PCC technique above 

all others. However, the PCA technique had a close correlation in overall accuracy with 

the PCC method. PCC only outperformed PCA at the Mau Forest Complex site, where 

 

 
 

 
Table 20: All overall accuracies and kappa statistics for the five techniques at each of the three study sites.  
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the technique received a 97% overall accuracy, with PCA at 93%. At both Mount Kenya 

and the Mau Forest Complex, the two techniques only differed by 1%.  

 While both PCA and PCC are rather disparate methods, one difference in the 

methodology was that PCC used a supervised signature extraction method, while PCA 

employed an unsupervised technique. A disadvantage of unsupervised classifications are 

their dependency on “natural” grouping and the complications involved in pairing these 

categories to useful information for the analyst (Campbell and Wynne, 2011). This means 

that the information highlighted may not be the exact form of data that the analyst 

wanted. While in the supervised extraction, the analyst selects the data of interest to be 

collected. For future studies, a supervised signature extraction method could be used on 

the PCA data to see if there is an improvement in overall accuracy as compared to the 

PCC method.   

 Out of the remaining techniques, the VI approach followed behind PCA, placing 

it third in the study. The two methods were relatively close throughout the study, until the 

last site where PCA received an overall accuracy of 86% and VI followed with 81%. ID 

came fourth, with results slightly lower than VI at all three locations, and finally NDVID 

came in last place with the lowest overall accuracies at all three sites.  

 The best three techniques from this study, PCC, PCA and VI, all involved some 

level of classification by the analyst. This allowed the data to focus on the correct type of 

forest change within the image, rather than focusing on all forms of vegetation change, 

which greatly limited the ID and NDVID approaches even with the use of thresholds. If 

the study was to entirely mask out non-forested areas located in both earlier and later date 
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images, the results might be much different. However, it is also important to note that 

based on the ease of use and minor amount of time needed to conduct the technique, the 

ID approach should still be considered in the future if the analyst needs a very quick and 

general representation to identify potential areas of deforestation. The technique would be 

able to provide this basic information and would not require the analyst to be as 

knowledgeable about the area in question.  

 For the best results, both the PCC and VI techniques require the analyst to have 

some familiarity with the ground information at the study site. VI was limited in this 

study based on the selection of a MMU. This excluded a variety of smaller areas and 

individual pixels which were not overlooked in the other techniques. A smaller MMU 

may improve the accuracy, but would also increase the processing time and would 

require more skill from the analyst. Another issue with VI was the identification of mixed 

pixels. The benefit to PCC is that the analyst only has to focus on the collection of the 

calibration data and collects pure pixels for each class while avoiding mixed pixels. This 

allows the software program to make all of the decisions based on the training pixels. VI 

on the other hand, requires the placement of all pixels and forces the analyst to make 

decisions on these mixed pixel areas. This can create confusion about the data at this 

spatial resolution, even with the use of higher quality imagery as a reference.  

 The kappa statistics added some additional information about the analyzed 

methods. Only the Mount Kenya site provided a difference in ranking of the overall 

accuracies and the kappa percentages. At this site, PCC came in first in both accuracy and 

kappa, but VI came in second in kappa and third in overall accuracy. While PCC ended 
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up with a ranking of third in kappa and second in overall accuracy. However, the 

difference in kappa was only .01%, while the difference in overall accuracy was 1%. 

These two methods were very similar at this site and the difference in results showed 

more of a correlation in methods rather than a superiority of VI over PCA. All other 

kappa scores agreed with the rankings of the overall accuracies, placing the PCC 

technique as the best out of all five methods tested.  

 As the focus of this study is on the location of areas of deforestation, the user’s 

and producer’s accuracies of each technique for FL were also compared in Table 21.  

 

FL Mount Kenya Mau Forest Complex Mount Kilimanjaro 

 

Technique 

User’s 

Accuracy 

Producer’s 

Accuracy  

User’s 

Accuracy 

Producer’s 

Accuracy 

User’s 

Accuracy 

Producer’s 

Accuracy 

ID 52.4% 52.0% 92.4% 84.4% 85.6% 46.8% 

NDVID 36.2% 18.5% 94.7% 77.6% 69.6% 32.9% 

PCC 53.4% 98.5% 96.0% 97.8% 80.1% 77.6% 

PCA 81.1% 60.5% 89.2% 99.1% 82.1% 76.0% 

VI 56.6% 77.4% 89.6% 90.6% 89.9% 53.0% 

For Mount Kenya, PCC, PCA and VI had the three highest user’s and producer’s 

accuracies for FL. PCA had the highest user’s accuracy of 81.1%, meaning that it had the 

best reliability for mapping FL at the site, while the PCC method’s accuracy was much 

lower at 53.4%. PCC had the highest producer’s accuracy at 98.5%, indicating that the 

method performed nearly perfectly in correctly identifying FL, while PCA only received 

60.5% for producer’s accuracy. VI ranked second for both user’s (56.6%) and producer’s 

 

 
 

 

Table 21: The FL user’s and producer’s accuracies for each technique at the study sites. 
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(77.4%) accuracies. For this site, PCA was the most reliable at classifying FL, while PCC 

performed the best identifying the loss correctly. VI was the second best for reliability 

and correct identification of FL. ID did slightly worse than VI with a 52.4% user’s and 

52.0% producer’s accuracy. NDVID followed with the lowest accuracies of 36.2% 

(user’s) and 18.5% (producer’s). NDVID is not a reliable method for the classification of 

FL and did not perform well.  

 At the Mau Forest Complex, PCC had the highest user’s accuracy of 96.0% 

followed by NDVID at 94.7%. Dissimilar to the other sites, NDVID was able to reliably 

map FL because most of the change in the scene was deforested and converted into 

agriculture. This conversion of healthy vegetation to a mixture of barren land and 

cropland was easier to detect for NDVI than a change from montane forest to healthy 

non-forest vegetation. NDVID, however, was unable to detect all of the FL and got the 

lowest producer’s accuracy of 77.6%. ID produced the third highest user’s accuracy at 

92.4%, indicating that this technique was able to detect these changes from montane 

forest to agriculture similar to NDVID. ID outperformed NDVID with a producer’s 

accuracy of 84.4%, indicating that ID was able to correctly classify more FL pixels. Both 

VI and PCA produced the lowest user’s accuracies of 89.6% and 89.2% respectively. 

PCA, however, received the highest producer’s accuracy at 99.1%. PCA was able to 

classify nearly every FL pixel correctly, but overestimated areas of FL, resulting in a 

lower user’s accuracy. However, the user’s accuracy of 89.2% is still high and results in a 

successful technique in identifying deforestation.  
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 At Mount Kilimanjaro, VI had the highest user’s accuracy of 89.9%, followed by 

ID with 85.6%. PCA came next with 82.1% and then PCC at 80.1%. However, both VI 

and ID received low producer’s accuracies of 53.0% and 46.8% respectively. These two 

techniques both had reliable FL data, but underestimated the FL class and classified 

deforestation as either NFCC or FG. Both PCC and PCA performed the best overall with 

user’s accuracies of 80.1% (PCC) and 82.1% (PCA) and producer’s accuracies of 77.6% 

(PCC) and 76.0% (PCA). These two methods had the highest producer’s accuracies and 

were able to identify most of the deforestation in the scene, even if the FL data were not 

as reliable as in the VI and ID techniques. 

 As another method of analyzing the results, the FL user’s and producer’s 

accuracies were averaged and then combined in Table 22. These averages and overall 

averages illustrate how these accuracies followed the same patterns as the overall 

accuracies discussed previously. PCC was the highest ranking technique from the user’s 

 

 

FL 

 

Mount Kenya 

Mau Forest 

Complex 

Mount 

Kilimanjaro 

Combined 

Sites 

 

Technique 

Average of 

Accuracies 

Average of 

Accuracies 

Average of 

Accuracies 

Overall 

Average 

ID 52.2% 88.4% 66.2% 68.9% 

NDVID 27.4% 86.2% 51.3% 55.0% 

PCC 76.0% 96.9% 78.9% 83.9% 

PCA 70.8% 94.2% 79.1% 81.4% 

VI 67.0% 90.1% 64.2% 76.2% 

Table 22: The average and overall average of the FL user’s and producer’s accuracies for each technique.  
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and producer’s accuracies combined at Mount Kenya and the Mau Forest Complex sites, 

and had the highest overall average from the three sites. Similar to the overall accuracies, 

PCA outperformed PCC slightly at the Mount Kilimanjaro site for the user’s and 

producer’s accuracies, but had the second highest overall average. VI again ranked third, 

followed by ID and NDVID. The analysis of these accuracies show that PCC and PCA 

performed the best in locating areas of forest change. 
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6.   SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 In this study, five different change detection techniques were tested and evaluated 

at three sites in East Africa to determine the best method for detecting change in montane 

forests. While these findings are only for these African sites, the results should be able to 

extend to other forest change detection studies with similar landscapes. This study 

provided insight on the application of these methods and their level of acceptability based 

on overall accuracy, kappa statistic, user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy. The results 

of each technique evaluated in Kenya and Tanzania are summarized in the next sections.  

6.1 Image Differencing 

  At all three study sites, Landsat TM band 3 ID ranked fourth in both overall 

accuracy and kappa. The overall accuracy ranged between 78% and 89%, but remained 

consistently ranked through the sites. The user’s and producer’s accuracies indicated that 

this technique was most unsuccessful at detecting FG. It had moderate results in locating 

FL but failed at finding all loss rather than correctly identifying deforestation. Of the 

change categories, ID had the best overall success finding NFCC but the reliability of the 

results was worse than in other methods.  

 While this technique was not the best, ID is easy to understand and implement 

once a threshold is determined. However, there is some subjectivity as this method used 

an analyst-selected threshold. It could still be applied in the future to provide the analyst 

with a very quick representation of where the major areas of change are located for 

further evaluation. The results of this study could also potentially be improved by 
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masking out mutual areas of non-forest data from the subsets. This would allow the 

technique to focus on forest change rather than other non-forest vegetation change, such 

as agriculture. Another potential option would be to use another band. While Landsat TM 

band 3 has often been useful for these change studies, another band may provide better 

information for this location and type of change.  

6.2 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Differencing 

 The NDVID approach received the lowest overall accuracies and kappa statistics 

out of all five techniques. The overall accuracies ranged from 73% to 83%. The error 

matrix indicated that this method had the most difficulty identifying areas of FG, 

followed by FL. The FL category had very mixed results depending on the data at the 

site. NDVID was most beneficial at identifying loss at the Mau Forest Complex site, with 

a user’s accuracy of 95% and a producer’s accuracy of 78%. For this site, there was less 

healthy non-forest vegetation in the earlier date image for the technique to confuse as FL. 

However, the later date image had more healthy non-forest vegetation in agricultural 

areas which was confused as FG in the change/no change map. Overall, the method had 

moderate success at identifying areas of NFCC, but was still not as useful as the other 

techniques.  

 Similar to the ID approach, the NDVID method focused on all vegetation changes 

rather than distinguishing the forest change of interest and is prone to bias due to the 

selection of the threshold by the analyst. This method could also lead to improved results 

with the masking out of non-forest data in both image dates and could then be compared 

again to ID and other techniques. This method is still useful in providing changes of 
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NDVI data, but the utilization of this method is dependent on the change information 

required for the study. Overall, this technique is slightly more time-consuming than ID, 

as the NDVI data must first be created and with its limited success, it is not 

recommended over the other four techniques.   

6.3 Post-Classification Comparison 

 The PCC technique was the best method in the analysis. PCC received the highest 

overall accuracies and kappa statistics, with the overall accuracies ranging between 85% 

and 97%. In terms of user’s and producer’s accuracies, the PCC approach was the best at 

classifying areas of NFCC, with some mixed results for FG and FL. Overall, the method 

outperformed the other techniques in user’s and producer’s accuracies. This method was 

the best technique for determining areas of NFCC, FG and FL.  

 This technique allows the analyst to train the software to understand and 

differentiate between different classes with a supervised signature extraction. This is a 

very powerful method, but it is very time-consuming and relies heavily on the analyst’s 

knowledge of the area and expertise. Therefore, other techniques such as ID should be 

considered as a viable option if knowledge of the area or skill with the software program 

is lacking. 

6.4 Principal Component Analysis 

 The PCA method was found to be the second best approach. The overall 

accuracies of PCA ranged from 86% to 93%, with kappa statistics from .51% to .85%. 

PCA was the best at finding NFCC followed by FL. This technique had issues in 

correctly classifying areas of FG, but still outperformed most techniques. 
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In only one instance did PCA perform better than PCC, but the difference was 

only 1%, making it impossible to claim that PCA was the better technique for this study. 

However, this success, along with the 1% overall accuracy loss at the Mount Kenya site 

suggests that this technique was equal to the PCC technique and should be considered as 

a viable option for future research. Once all image bands are merged and an appropriate 

number of classes are chosen for the unsupervised signature extraction, PCA is a quick 

method to conduct and requires less analytical interpretation than both PCC and VI. Since 

PCA was tested using an unsupervised signature extraction method, another study might 

include PCC and PCA with a supervised technique to see if accuracies improve.  

6.5 Visual Interpretation 

 The final approach, VI, placed third out of the five techniques in both overall 

accuracy and kappa. The overall accuracies ranged between 81% and 91% with the kappa 

statistic ranging from .52% to .81%. The change/no change maps and error matrices from 

the three sites showed that generally VI performed the best in classifying NFCC, 

followed by FL. FG, as with all the other techniques, was the most difficult category to 

classify. This technique did better than both ID of TM visible red band 3 and NDVID, but 

did worse than the supervised PCC and unsupervised PCA methods.  

While VI was able to focus more on forest change over ID and NDVID, the use of 

a 1.5 ha MMU still limited the amount of change that could be shown by this approach. 

Also, this approach forces the analyst to make all decisions about the inclusion or 

exclusion of mixed pixels which can lead to varied results. This technique requires an 

appropriate MMU to locate as much change as possibly, with an analyst that is extremely 
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familiar with the ground area or has very high spatial resolution imagery as a point of 

reference to ensure an accurate result. Overall, this method was time-consuming even for 

a smaller study area and required a lot of decisions from the analyst which could easily 

bias the results. 

6.6 Future Research 

 Many of these techniques had flaws that potentially hindered the results of this 

study. Future research utilizing these amended techniques would be beneficial to ensure 

that the best method was the most appropriate choice. The PCA technique could be tested 

again against PCC with a supervised signature extraction to see if results are improved 

with the use of training sites. VI could also be retested with a smaller MMU with higher 

spatial resolution reference imagery to determine if the technique would become more 

beneficial than either PCC or PCA. The ID approach could also be retested with the use 

or another Landsat TM band, such as NIR band 4, to ensure that the best band was 

chosen. Also, both ID and NDVID could be tested once more with the addition of a mask 

to eliminate mutual areas of non-forest cover change to guarantee that the forest is the 

area of focus over other changes such as agriculture. This could potentially result in a 

different best technique based on overall accuracy. Also, all of the techniques could be 

reanalyzed with different validation data, as the use of the entire subset could have led to 

bias in this study and increased the success of the PCC technique.  

 While this study succeeded in ranking these techniques in overall accuracy at the 

three sites, there is still room for improvement in the methodology for future studies. 

These techniques should be reanalyzed and should potentially include other montane or 
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non-montane forests around the world and with larger subsets to determine if there are 

any fluctuations in the overall conclusions.  
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